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 Winflasher 3.12.1 - Improved Doesn't work for ATI's "aero" clone stuff. Fixed crashing with some ATI drivers. Modified the
way it communicates with the application. Fixed a bug with having more than a single com port open. Fixed a bug where new

hardware would create a different serial number every time. Fixed a few issues with the PID (Process ID) name of the
processes. Fixed a bug where the installer would delete the program if it was installed to the program files folder. Improved
Won't work with any applications that use VB (Visual Basic) as a programming language. Fixed a bug that was causing the
software to lock up with certain third party drivers. Fixed a problem when running as a portable app. Updated to the latest

versions of the font files. Fixed a bug with not updating the current name correctly. Updated the installer to not require
Administrative privileges. Fixed a bug with the installer that was displaying corrupt graphics. Updated the way the program will

react to DBT errors. Updated the way the program will react to out of memory errors. Modified the way the application will
display the serial number and host name. Modified the way the program works when running with Windows 7. Fixed a bug with

the current update not correctly updating itself to the latest update. Doesn't work with any applications that use VB (Visual
Basic) as a programming language. Updated the way the application will display the serial number and host name. Fixed a bug

with the application locking up when it detects some third party drivers. Updated the way the application will behave when
running with Windows 7. Updated the way the application will react to the installation of a new serial number being detected.

Updated the way the application will handle the display of the current serial number and host name. Updated the way the
application will display the error. Updated the way the application will react to a new program being detected. Doesn't work

with any applications that use VB (Visual 520fdb1ae7
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